Uk phone wiring diagram

United Kingdom internal phone systems. However is now updated with other tips and tricks to
improve line stats further. Front Cover Contents Page The Rules Cable Education Tools and
Items Needed Getting Started Extension Wiring Ring what? Help with Extension Wiring Hi, the
first thing a lot of people will be wondering is why!?! The answer is simple. With rate adaptive
services becoming common in the UK , people want the fastest line speed possible for their
money. Soâ€¦ having more speed for your money is a good incentive! But there are other
factors that can play into it. When the lighting control unit is set to any mode other than a
steady state it may generate high levels of radio frequency noise and may cause the broadband
service to lose synchronization. So you now want to learn how? Well first there are some rules.
The task is very simple, just read the WHOLE guide before starting with anything, and make
sure you understand it all, especially the rulesâ€¦. The Rules and Main points. If a big
improvement is seen, due to the poor extension cabling etc, then rewiring could be a good
decision to make. The Master line box is the "demarcation" point between your telephone
equipment, wiring and BT's Exchange Line. The reason this is so, is that everything on your
side of the master, is your problem. It needs to stay this way! Now if you want to something
along the lines of; move the Master socket to get rid of the crap wire between that junction box
and master socket or to relocate the Master socket to where the drop cable enters your
premises, then to do this is YOUR choice, if you mess it up, then you will need BT to sort it out,
IF they sort it out for you that is keep reading. The whole point of this exercise is to upgrade
your normal or damaged cable to high quality cable, but badly terminated connections by not
using the correct tools! Most cable you buy over 10meters is usually solid core, but check! If
you find yourself breaking this rule in anyway, then you MUST follow rule 1. Cable Education.
Cat 3 : Current cable standard, used for data networks utilizing frequencies up to 16MHz. It
provides performance of up to MHz, more than double category 5 and 5e. Below shows a picture
of some gray solid core CAT5e cable with the outer sheath removed to show the twisted pairs.
Tools and items needed. Getting Started. Please make sure you read this entire guide before
starting, as you do not want to get halfway thru and then end up getting stuck. Dimensions: 55
mm x 55 mm x 25 mm. Master IDC Socket, with a capacitor, resistor and surge arrestor.
Secondary extension IDC socket without any components fitted. Dimensions: 68 mm x 68 mm x
25 mm. Master for a table top payphone contains an earth connection for lightning protector.
Dimensions: 85 mm x 85 mm. The main difference upon looking at an LJU style line-box is the
size of the unit; all can be different in terms of how they are mounted to the wall. Of course if
you do not have any extensions then you have no user-side wiring to replace, as the only wire
you as the end-user are allowed to replace is the cabling after the Master socket, have a look up
at Rule Take a look at all the pictures of the front and back of the sockets, familiarise yourself
with them and your own equipment. The NTE5 can be installed legally by the user. This guide
shows how to wire the extensions in IDC terminals not the Screw types. Extra Note: If you have
an LJU style Master line-box, they are exactly the same as the LJU extension sockets apart from
the extension sockets do not have components inside,. So wiring to them is practically the
same as wiring to NTE faceplate or extensions. Now nearly every BT Master line-box installed
since around the 's has been this kind. As you can see, the lower half is separate in three
sections. The rear section on this picture is the surface mount "back-plate" however this could
be embedded in the wall as a flush mount. The top front section is the front, this holds the
master components. If you wish to use an ADSL-faceplate then you just wire one up as normal,
depending on what kind of extension setup you want, this is explained in the included
instructions. If you would like to acquire and fit your own NTE5 line box, you can still legally do
so. Many places sell NTE5 units. I will cover this fact in more detail below; this is a side note
about the rear of the NTE5 and its faceplate. For more pictures, read my section on wiring the
NTE5, but take notice that on the NTE5 above, you can see six terminals on the face plate. When
using an ADSL faceplate, I will point out that when using the AB connectors for extensions
instead of 2 and 5 connectors, the wire you would place in 2 connects to B, and the wire you
connect to 5, connects to A. How will BT tell? Well for starters only the BT installed NTE5's have
the little BT logo in the top left of the unit, the logo can be a T in a circle with two dots at the
right section of the T the T logo can appear in the top right of the unit, or more recently the BT
Piper logo as shown on the NTE5 I use in the wiring section. Note: the built in BT logo in the top
left corner. As said this can be a T in a circle also. Again; RULE-2! All you have to do is install
your custom NTE5 master socket as the very first extension off the BT Master socket, and then
install your extension sockets from your custom NTE5. The diagram should be self-explanatory
as it shows what colours go where. If you do not understand that diagram then you are breaking
Rule-5 and should follow Rule-1 , then you get a BT NTE5 anyway which replaces the LJU style,
and then there is no fuss at all. I do actually recommend spending the small amount to get BT to
replace your old style master socket with an NTE5 master socket, as it just makes things a lot

simpler. The exchange line connection points on the rear of the NTE5 unit, are two screw plate
terminals marked A and B as shown how to wire later on. All you are doing is pretending the
custom NTE5 is really your real master socket. As said in Rule-2 an existing extension cable
running from a non-NTE5 master socket to an extension socket, might also be BT property and
technically you should not move or replace it. So if you're not sure about the ownership of an
existing extension and the cable after the master socket, then you should come get BT to
remove it, like before if BT come round they will probably install an NTE5 anyway, so then no
need for the custom NTE5. The choice, as always, is yours. Now if you do not have any
extensions and you are installing extensions from the LJU style master box you will need to
know how the cabling works on the back of it. Drop Cable. Master Socket. Bell wire. The above
shows how the drop cable wires go to pins 2 and 5, these you should not touch. If wiring from
an LJU style master, you can wire up to the LJU extensions using those colour codes as shown
in the table above. The face-plate on the NTE5 connects user side wiring to the Master socket by
the dummy plug, this goes into the test socket this is the socket used to test if your user-side
wiring is at fault. The choice is yours. Note: I must point out again, read this entire guide before
doing anything! If you have a BTNTE5, then all you will be doing is inserting user-side wiring to
the front plate so browse down or just read on if you are interested. The information shown here
must not be used in violation of RULE-2! Strip around 10mm of sheath from the wire to show the
core, this is the only time you will need to strip any sheath from the main core wire. Now I do
this section so that more cable is making a contact, and a BT engineer has corrected me see
how to do it the BT way in the next few steps. But bend the core of the cable around something
small, like the higher metal part of your screw driver. Once ensuring that no wire with sheath is
under the plate, and ensuring that as little cable is untwisted as possible. Screw the plates down
tight. Below shows a standard face-plate, yours could be different as it could have six terminals
or it could be an ADSL-filter plate. Remove some outer sheath from your cable see extension
section as I show how in more detail so yes READ all of these sections. Now place the pairs
along side of the little holder if there is one and secure them with a wire tie, but take note, not to
pull it really tight just yet, and it will need rotating or the faceplate will not fit into the socket. Lay
the green and brown pair, around the top of socket out of the way like shown. If your face-plate
is different it is up to you what you do with them , I am keeping them there so you have a spare
pair at least, if something goes wrong in the future. Trim the Green and Brown pair down, but
not too short as that they can never be used. Choose your cutter, you can be using disposable
cheap IDC terminators or the actual tool, the choice is yours. I will be using the correct tool as it
has little cutters, see extension section as I demonstrate its use in more detail so yes READ all
of these sections. If connecting the ring wire, then do so. Note at the bottom, I have pulled the
cable tie further around. Look at the picture of the complete NTE5 unit to see whyâ€¦. Above
shows the NTE5 all done. The layout of the PCB can change, so your components can be in
different places. Now thread the cable through the back-plate of the extension, or if it is a flush
mount or surface mountâ€¦ which ever. Then untwist the pairs as shown below. Choose your
weaponâ€¦ For the extensions I am just going to use the proper tool as it has the little cutters.
Untwist the pairs and lay the correct colour over the correct IDC number see the list above you
could also wire-tie your cat5e at this time go down a few pictures to see. Now at this point, you
can decide if you wish to leave the ringer off as you can with the NTE5 face-plate ,. I connected
the green pair and pin4 for neatness. You can just choose to wire the blue pair in to terminals 2
and 5. Just tuck it up around the socket like I have done with the brown pair, you can choose
not to wire the ring wire to pin3 at the master or at all the extensions. Personally I would wire it
all at the extensions and leave it off at the master if you are one of the people who would like to
disconnect the ring wire. If you are just going to wire all of the contacts then it should now look
like below. Then just cut the excess tie off. It could be any colourâ€¦! Anyway installing your
cable to extensions or the custom NTE5 is easy! Just tuck the spare brown pair out of the way
again. You can also leave the ring wire off terminal 3 if you wish. After this the user wiring could
go off to the custom NTE5 or to your extensions. Many users on ADSL-Guide have found
disconnecting the ring-wire from terminal 3 has improved line stats, sometimes in huge
amounts. A forum member sent me this information. I deleted your email, so email me and I will
add your name to the Bibliography. Many years ago the UK telephone system adopted a
different policy to that in the rest of the world. Here in the UK a choice was made to move a ring
component, which enables the telephone to ring, out of the telephone and into the master
socket. However, there was a downside: To get the ring signal into the telephone we now have
to run a third wire from the socket to the phone. Also, since we only need one ring capacitor on
our line, and it is located at the 'master' socket, we have to take three wires to all our
extensions, rather than the two wires which come to the house. On most modern wiring you will
find the original phone signal connected on the 'blue-white' pair of wires Terminals 2 and 5 and

the extra 'ring' signal connected on an orange wire Terminal 3 , though these colour codes are
not always followed. Now, since ADSL filters only filter the main telephone pair, they must
re-generate the ring signal themselves. All of this is of only passing interest but it does mean
that you only need to feed an ADSL filter with two wires. The ring signal for the third terminal on
the attached phone is generated internally. It is up to you if you wish to remove the ring wire,
and the reasons for doing so are listed later on in a section that Phil, better known as Yarwell
from ADSL-guide as written. If the incoming ADSL signal is weak, or mixing with a lot of
interference, it is possible that the layout of the extension wiring within your premises can
degrade the signal even further. If you suspect that this maybe a problem, then you will need to
do all you can to optimise the layout of your wiring. The basic principle is to ensure that there is
only one path for the ADSL signal - from your master socket to your modem. If it is running off
an extension then there should be no blind alleys caused by t-junctions or branches on the way.
All of these blind alleys should be closed off with a filter so that the ADSL signal cannot pass
down them. The best solution is to put your modem next to the master socket using an ADSL
face-plate. NTE5 required. This places the filter as close as possible to the incoming ADSL
signal and provides hard-wired, filtered connections at the rear for all the other telephone
extension in your house. The only place the ADSL signal is available is at the front of the
faceplate. This section is all of Yarwells work, so thank him for the excellent explanations. This
involves a cunning plan to send frequencies of kHz up to 1 MHz AM through Short Wave radio
along the line superimposed on the low frequency voice signal. Nowadays ADSL is supplied
"wires only" i. BT put the signal on the line and the user gets to make it work. This 3rd wire is a
"bit of an issue" as it makes the nicely symmetrical balanced twisted pair into the equivalent of
a 3-legged ballerina. In my case, the ring wire runs around my house as part of the feed to at
least 6 extension phone points, in doing so it acts as a nice big aerial antenna to collect any
radio transmissions and random electrical noise that may be passing through. It then feeds this
mush back into one side of the twisted pair through the capacitor that is there to provide the
ring signal and consequently degrades the ADSL signal. This "degradation" appears as a
reduction in the signal to noise ratio SNR , and as CRC errors counted up by the modem and in
some cases cause disconnections, or prevents the end user getting the speed their line should
be capable of. So, what to do with the 3rd wire? This keeps mush from the extension wiring,
including the ring wire, out of the ADSL signal. Also available from ADSLnation. My phone line
comes into a junction box in the roof-space from which the wires run in a "star" or spur
configuration, the "master" socket is on one leg of the spur system and is identified by having a
ring capacitor and a surge arrestor fitted. As I have no NTE5 I can't use a filtered faceplate
without a re-wire, so a bit of innovation is called for. A higher resolution photo is at the bottom
of this article. Well, so much for the theory, what difference does disconnecting the ring wire
actually make? Going the other way the exchange gets to see 4 dB more of useable signal from
the router. These figures after rebooting the router so it could adapt to the new line conditions.
The phones still ring because they are using micro-filters and each of these has its own ring
capacitor on the phone outlet side of the filter. If you disconnect the ring wire it would be
prudent to re-connect it if you move out of the property, so the next occupier's phones work as
expected. This speed upgrade took the downstream SNR margin down to 25 dB, still healthy but
I was pleased I did the ring wire thing to improve it. The reason I put it back on was to look at
the frequency effects of the interference, using a Sagem F st modem's diagnostic mode. The
first plot is with the ring wire disconnected, showing a wide range of useable frequencies. The
second plot shows the effect of reconnecting the ring wire - it loses virtually everything above
frequency band with a consequent loss of ADSL data carrying capacity. The lower frequencies
are a lot more ragged too. With the higher frequencies rendered unusable by the ring wire
interference, the modem is forced to cram more data into the lower frequency bands. This in
turn makes it more sensitive to interference as a higher SNR is required in order to use more
bits per channel. This is AM and short wave radio territory, so perhaps this should not be a
surprise - for all I know the ring wire may be a nice wideband AM radio antenna, built into my
house This provides a filtered and unfiltered socket on the front, and an IDC terminal block for
filtered extensions on the back. So I used it to provide me with a filtered ring wire that could
supply ringing voltage to all the extensions without compromising the ADSL. The images below
show the "before" bin plot with the original ringwire connected, the filtered ringwire connection
and the "after" bin plot using the filtered ringwire. Finally, just a reminder that the above refers
to star or spur wired systems where an NTE5 master socket can't be fitted. Installation and
Connection to Direct Telephone Lines. Extension sockets must always be placed at least 50mm
2 inches from mains electrical outlets and must not share wall fixings or back boxes with
electrical outlets. Take care in bending telephone cables that kinking or other damage is
avoided. Installing the cable. Do not wire the new cabling into the BT master socket until cable

installation work is completed. There must not be more than 50m feet of cabling between your
master socket and the last extension socket on your circuit. The cabling must at all points be
kept at least 75mm 3 inches from mains electrical cabling and long runs parallel to mains
cabling should be avoided. Where cabling passes through a ceiling or floor void it must be fixed
wherever necessary to ensure separation from mains electrical cabling. All bends in the cable
should be no sharper than25mm 1 inch radius. Avoid kinking or crushing the cable. The UTP
Un-shielded twisted pair cabling and telephone extension socket are not designed for use
outdoors or undue damp or condensation. Installation should be avoided near to sinks, wash
basins, showers, baths, cookers, damp walls, window sills and newly plastered walls. Extension
sockets should always be mounted vertically and never horizontally on window sills. Extension
sockets should not be mounted on skirting boards. Care should be taken to avoid damp
conditions, so installation in bathrooms and toilets, kitchens and swimming pool areas or
similar is not recommended. Suggested method of installation. Lay the start of the cable at the
master socket into which it is eventually intended to be installed. Pass the cable end through
the appropriate hole in the socket back box and strip back the outer sheath by approx 50mm 2
inches. Push the wires into the terminal connectors using the correct tool, ensuring that the
wiring connections are made. Then use a wire-tie to ensure the cable is secure. Attach the
socket front panel to its back box, ensuring that there are no trapped wires, using the two
screws. Once the extension socket has been installed, the cable may be inserted into the master
socket front-plate. Your extension socket is now ready for use. However you could find it easier
to lay the cable at the start near the master socket and leave an extra 15cm cable to be cut down
when wiring begins , then secure the cable in places until the extension socket is reached. Then
start wiring, and test, then secure the rest of the cable nice and neatly. A junction box â€” If it is
before the BT master socket. Cable before the BT master socket. Cable after the BT master
socket if BT holds ownership. A small cross headed Phillips screw driver. This can be a cheap
plastic one the blade wears out after about 6 insertions so try get one for every socket or the
better metal one it lasts! The correct tool can also come with a hook for removing wires from
existing IDC terminals, and a flat headed screw driver for unscrewing the socket plates. Wire
stripers â€” to strip some sheath from wire when wiring a custom NTE5 line-box. Of course you
can purchase any of your items from the place of your choice. Next I am just going to go
through some basic socket education. No matter what type of socket you have, they are very
simple to understand. This table shows the main types of sockets you should find in your
premises. If it is different, try do a little bit of research before starting. J Take a look at all the
pictures of the front and back of the sockets, familiarise yourself with them and your own
equipment. Extra Note: If you have an LJU style Master line-box, they are exactly the same as
the LJU extension sockets apart from the extension sockets do not have components inside, So
wiring to them is practically the same as wiring to NTE faceplate or extensions. If you wish to
use an ADSL-faceplate then you just wire one up as normal, depending on what kind of
extension setup you want, this is explained in the included instructions If you would like to
acquire and fit your own NTE5 line box, you can still legally do so. Below is a simple drawing I
made in MS-Paint of what I just said above; The diagram should be self-explanatory as it shows
what colours go where. Howeverâ€¦ The exchange line connection points on the rear of the
NTE5 unit, are two screw plate terminals marked A and B as shown how to wire later on. Pin Use
Drop Cable. Below shows a picture of the rear of the whole NTE5 unit. Here shows the wires
solid core with some sheath removed. Next thread your cable under the screw in plates, like
below. A small wire-tie can be placed around here. The picture below shows the exposed core
of the wire more clearly. Next just simply push down with your tool - all the way down. Start to
push down and the cable will be terminated in the blades. Keep pushing to close the cutters and
they will snip the excess cable off. Now at this point, you can decide if you wish to leave the
ringer off as you can with the NTE5 face-plate , I connected the green pair and pin4 for
neatness. I deleted your email, so email me and I will add your name to the Bibliography Many
years ago the UK telephone system adopted a different policy to that in the rest of the world.
Next we go onto the reason for removing the ring wire. This is AM and short wave radio
territory, so perhaps this should not be a surprise - for all I know the ring wire may be a nice
wideband AM radio antenna, built into my house :- For my final experiment I hooked up a
filtered socket from ADSL Nation in place of the master. These are all from different premises.
Installing the cable Do not wire the new cabling into the BT master socket until cable installation
work is completed. Suggested method of installation Lay the start of the cable at the master
socket into which it is eventually intended to be installed. IDC terminals should have no more
than 2 wires in each. Oh and myself, a lot of the images and text were provided by myself. I
hope this guide helps you all. Not used. Earth PABX use only. Sockets can only be installed on
the new plug and socket system. If your phones are connected to a connector as shown in the

picture below then you must contact your exchange service provider to have a Master socket
installed. You may only wire off a Master Socket. Please beware that the master Sockets are
updated over time and may not be mentioned in this page. Please check with supplier if you
require additional information. Tools You will also need tools to wire a socket and these should
be in good condition. The tools required are Eye Shields Planning Before you start plan the
cable route. The sockets wire from the Master and then follow from socket to socket. If you
cable to the 1st floor then consider going external - usually via the front window - up the wall and in the bedroom window. This is because running the cable up the stairs is normally a pain
and involves cabling over numerous doors. Do not go under carpets and do not run cables
behind doors. The top of the skirting board is a good place to start. Fitting the Socket If the
sockets are fitted after the house is built, then surface mounted are the best option. These
should be fixed to the wall or skirting board with the appropriate fixings. Always wear eye
shields when drilling. WARNING - Before attaching the socket to the wall, ensure that you have
selected a position where you will not hit any concealed pipes or electrical cables. Check with a
cable locator - purchase at a DIY shop. Remember to keep the sockets well clear of the floor to
avoid damage by floor cleaning equipment and to enable the cable to be brought neatly out of
the socket box and on to the skirting board. Once you have decided on the positions for the
sockets, carefully cut out the appropriate cable entry hole in the side or base of each socket
using a sharp knife. Mount the sockets in position, using the two screws and plastic wall plugs
supplied with each socket. The socket box mounting holes are slotted to allow horizontal and
vertical adjustment before tightening the screws fully. Cabling House telephone wiring uses
cable containing six 0. It is important that this size of wire is used or a good electrical
connection cannot be guaranteed and there could be problems in the future with the system.
Never use stranded wire, mains cable or bell wire. Run the cables to the Extension socket
positions in accordance with your plan. Damaged cable may cause faulty operation or damage
to the system and must be replaced, not taped up. You can also use two cleats as shown to
hold a cable bend neatly in place, not a single cleat on the bend. Next cut away the unwanted
sheath with the side cutters. Do not remove the PVC insulation from the wires themselves. Fix
the cable sheath s neatly to the cable mount on the faceplate of the socket using the nylon tie
provided with the socket. Put the cable in place and tighten the tie see diagram below. Cable
securing methods may differ depending on the make of the socket. Spread out the individual
wires so that you can identify the colours. In each socket the wiring HAS to be connected as
follows Incorrect wiring may cause faulty operation or damage to the system. Terminating the
wires No wire stripping or soldering is necessary to make a good termination. Always wear eye
shields when using IDC tools as the wire ends can fly off. This is essential, as not only will the
tool be damaged but also the wire will not be terminated properly if the tool is incorrectly used.
It is recommended that you practice first by placing the IDC tool over a terminal, without a wire
in place. In the correct position the tool will easily slide as far as the chamfer of the plastic
insulator on the terminal. Leaving a small amount of slack in the wire place the wire to be
terminated in the appropriate slot of the terminal. Put the tool into position. A firm vertically
applied pressure to the tool will force the wire into the connector fork and the connection is
made. You will hear it go into place. Then remove any excess wire beyond the connector with
the wire side cutters. The picture shows the cheap wiring tool, if the Krone version is used, then
the scissors side locates in the recessed side shown to the right in the picture. The Krone tool
also automatically cuts off the spare wire. If two cables are to be connected to the socket, a
second wire will need to be inserted at the same terminal. Each wire must be inserted
individually and not both at once. Ensure that wires are pushed into the connector fork fully,
one on top of the other. The socket will only accommodate two cables maximum. Where two
wires are to be terminated at the same terminal, make sure that the colours of the wires from
each cable match each other. After you have made the three terminations on one side of the
socket, e. If you should make a mistake, a wire can be removed by pulling it upwards out of the
connector fork. Do not attempt to reinsert the same part of the wire until the damaged portion
has been cut off. Leave each terminated socket out of its box for the moment. Lay the wires
down onto the socket to make a neat job and then securely fix the socket to the back box.
Testing Check for dial tone at each socket and then ask a friend to call you back. Whilst the line
is ringing, plug a phone into each socket to ensure that it rings. If not check the termination on
pin 3 of the socket. What to do if you need to call your exchange supplier about a fault on your
line. As with all electrical work, if you are not trained or experienced in such matters, then the
advice is to seek the expertise of a professional. Remember - telephones normally have 3 metre
cords. Straight Runs Fixing on Corners. This page describes how to wire and cable telephone
sockets in the UK only. Home page. Search the Site. Glossary of Telecom Terminology. Quick
Find. All Telephone Systems. British telephone sockets were introduced in their current plug

and socket form on 19 November by British Telecom to allow subscribers to connect their own
telephones. The connectors are specified in British Standard BS They are similar to modular
connectors as used in RJ11 , but feature a side-mounted hook, rather than a bottom-mounted
one, and are physically incompatible. Standard sockets were introduced, as part of the 'New
Plan' wiring policy, to allow customers to easily purchase their own telephones, as required by
Oftel , the phone regulator. Thus any phone whose plug conformed to BS and met certain other
regulatory standards, such as BABT , could be connected to the network, rather than British
Telecom controlling the market. The 'New Plan' was only new to the UK and was based
extensively on systems which had been available elsewhere for many years, especially in the
US. The new system replaced the older hard-wired system, which came in many 'flavours' e. N
diagrams also had their own numbering system e. From the early years of the s, the GPO
subsequently British Telecom had a plug and socket system available for rent. It also had to
have a separate bell-set , which was permanently in-circuit to provide ringing if there were no
telephones plugged in. This system survived through various models of telephones from the "
candlestick " and type Bakelite phones until the introduction of the series in , when a smaller
"Plug " was introduced. The separate bell-set, with its on-board capacitor and coils, also
provided a testing circuit for remote engineers, by providing the mandatory ohm capacitive
loop-back. Rental had to be paid on each telephone and on all the sockets, and hence the
system was not that common. A domestic single British telephone line installation will have a
single master socket or line box in the premises, which is provided by BT or another service
provider: this socket is the demarcation point between the customer-owned and maintained
on-premises wiring , and the telephone network. For installations using the NTE5 line box NTE
for network termination equipment , the demarcation point is actually within the socket: the
lower half of the front plate and associated wiring is the customer's, while the permanent wiring
on the non-removable section behind this, remains the responsibility of the service provider.
Customers are not permitted to access the wiring in a master socket without a removable lower
section. Plug-in extension kits are available for customers with this type of installation. The A
leg goes to pin 5 and the B leg to pin 2 in the master socket. Although all equipment will work
with a reversed line, so a reverse wired socket is not strictly a fault. When current is flowing on
the line, the B leg voltage collapses to nearer ground and the A leg voltage moves nearer to the
B leg voltage. The exact voltage drop is a function of the distance to the exchange, and the
network wiring type. Until recently, [ when? This component is no longer used due to negative
effects on VDSL speeds. The socket includes a 1. Additional internal extension secondary
sockets are wired off the master socket connected in parallel using the IDC system but not
containing the surge protector, bell circuit capacitor, and the out-of-service resistor. The 'old
style' fixed master socket had only one set of terminals on the back and customers were
supposed to use extension kits plugged into the front socket; however, many customers
hard-wired their own extensions anyway for neatness and robustness reasons, which was a
poor arrangement since it provided no way to isolate the customer's internal extension wiring
from BT's wiring. The BT NTE 5 Linebox Socket allows easy disconnection of the internal wiring
by removing the two screws and sliding out the bottom half of the socket. In recent years NTE5
sockets have been fitted in place of master sockets. These have a front plate where the lower
half is removable so allowing customer's access to the terminals required for connecting
internal extension sockets; it also provides access to a test jack, to determine if line faults are
due to the customer's wiring or BT's. The removable panel also allows the external telephone
line to be easily disconnected from the internal wiring, provided the wiring of the premises has
been correctly carried out. The faceplate can be easily fitted by removing the two bottom screws
on a NTE5, sliding the bottom section out and fitting this in between. The result is that the entire
extension circuit is filtered by the vDSL plate meaning that there is now no need for DSL filters
on every Telephone Socket in the house. There are two types of modern British Telecom plugs
in common use for connecting telephones, the A and A. There are also plugs with only two
contacts commonly seen on modem leads. These are a recent introduction and do not seem to
be easily available as separate parts. All fit any right-handed "Type " telephone socket. Type A
and A plugs have the latch on the opposite left hand side of the plug, and were used as headset
plugs on some switchboards and as handset connectors on some telephones, e. The A and A
plugs are also used for connecting sensors to interfaces for computer-based measurements in
educational environments, the former for connecting analogue sensors and the latter for digital
sensors. The BS specification defines the terminal numbering of a socket-outlet in the opposite
direction to the pin numbers of the socket. Thus terminal 1 is connected to pin 6, terminal 2 to
pin 5 and so on. The pins of the A plug are numbered in ascending order from left to right with
the contacts facing upwards and the latch on the right-hand side. The connector on the phone
is not standardized: the connector at the wall is standardized by regulation, to allow individuals

to use their own phones interconnection , but the wire from the phone to the wall may be
hard-wired to the phone, or use various connectors. Typically it will have a 6P4C or 6P2C
modular connector at the telephone end: this latter may be wired as per the RJ11 standard with
pins 3 and 4 , or it may be wired with pins 2 and 5, as a straight-through cable from the BT plug
which uses pins 2 and 5 for the line, unlike RJ11, which uses pins 3 and 4. Thus cables are not
in general compatible between different phones, as the phone base may have a socket with pins
2 and 5 requiring a straight-through cable , or have an RJ11 socket requiring a crossover cable.
The BS jack has been used in New Zealand since the s, replacing a number of other connectors
and hard-wired connections, and was subsequently replaced by a "2-wire" version suited to
daisy chain wiring that eliminated the 3rd ringing voltage wire. The "BT Jack" is still the most
common phone jack in use, although many installations in business use structured cabling with
"RJ45" 8P8C modular connectors for telephone as well as data services. The jack is still found
in Hong Kong , where new installations ceased in , while in Saint Vincent and the Grenadines ,
new installations ceased in , with RJ11 now used instead. Irish phone sockets are normally
wired, as per the international standard, with the line carried on the centre pair pin 3 and 4.
Although it is rarely connected, Irish phone jacks also contain a ringing capacitor circuit very
similar to their UK counterparts. This is carried on pin 5. Or, if wired for two-line service rare , a
second ring wire is carried on pin 2 for line 2, with the outer pair, pins 1 and 6 carrying the
second line. This arrangement was introduced for the same reason as the capacitor in BS ; to
allow backwards compatibility with older GPO style type 3 wire phones that lacked an anti-tinkle
circuit, which were common in the s and into the s. Modern Irish jacks also contain screw down
lugs to connect extension phone wiring or a hardwired pre s phone. As previously mentioned
the actual connections are made using Insulation-displacement connectors IDC. A punch down
tool is required to do this and two sorts are available. One is of plastic construction and only
intended for occasional use. It also comes with a tool for removing wires from sockets. Shown
below are the cabling arrangements for both 4-wire and 6-wire cable. Initially 4-wire was used
and many older installations still use it, then the 6-wire became the new standard, but the 4-wire
has latterly been reissued to all Openreach technicians as part of cost savings. Modern 4-wire
however is the same diameter as 6-wire to allow technicians to retain existing tacking guns and
cable clips. Note that the wires in the 6-wire cable are coloured with two colours in a ratio of
four to one in length, with the first colour mentioned being the predominant one, e. In other
words, it looks like a white wire with blue patches on it. Strictly speaking, a textbook installation
will only actually use pins 2, 5 for the voice and 3 for the ringer. Having said this, most modern
telephones no longer require a ringing capacitor may have and 2-wire connections, which
means that extension wiring can usually be run with only pins 2 and 5. Often where multi-core
cable is used, the remaining cables are used for wiring extensions on additional incoming
telephone lines. In order to use broadband Internet services simultaneously with voice
telephony, it is necessary to use a DSL filter. This is a low pass filter in line with the phone
outlet. This prevents high frequency data noise from affecting the lower frequency voice
bandwidth and it also prevents the low impedance of the connected phone from attenuating or
modulating the high speed DSL data Path. Enough bandwidth is retained for voice telephony
and the majority is used for high speed data. All phones or other voice band devices must be
connected via a filter either a separate filter for each phone or one filter covering multiple
phones to avoid interference between the phones and the DSL signal. If the data transmission is
still audible, using two DSL filters, daisychained in series, should eliminate the problem. The
ringer wire is unnecessary in unfiltered parts of the wiring and its removal can often improve
performance and reliability of the broadband service. This is due to the unbalancing effect that
the ringer wire on long extensions can have on the matched twisted pair. Thus reducing the
signal to noise ratio and also the high frequency response of the subscriber line. When ADSL
was first introduced in the UK it was installed by a technician who replaced the front part of the
NTE5 if the property still had an old style master socket it would be replaced with an NTE5 with
one containing a filter. Any hardwired phone extensions were disconnected from the original
front part and connected to filtered terminals on the back of the filter. The DSL modem which at
the time was also BT supplied and, if present, a phone or plug-in extension, could then be
plugged into the front. BT also offered "wires-only" ADSL service and promoted the technique
of using a separate plug-in filter on every socket. The more discerning customer can purchase a
variety of hardwired filtering products, including replacement front plates for the NTE5, some of
which have unfiltered as well as filtered terminals on the back to avoid the need to plug in the
extension wiring that leads to the DSL modem. In BT trialled and launched their 'IPlate'; the "I"
is for interstitial , as it is fitted between the socket and the front panel. This plate is fitted by the
consumer inside the NTE 5 and reduces interference carried by the 3rd bell wire. The reduced
interference allows faster broadband speeds - BT claim a speed improvement of up to 1.

Structured cabling systems are general-purpose communications wires installed in offices and
increasingly also homes, which can be used for several different communication technologies
analog phone, ADSL, ISDN, Ethernet, video, etc. The most common type uses Category 5 cables
four twisted pairs with ohm impedance between 8P8C colloquially and incorrectly called RJ45
room sockets and a central patch panel. In most other countries, those two wires are all that is
needed to connect an analogue telephone. But such a 3-wire interface is not the symmetric
interface needed for balanced twisted-pair transmission lines , and therefore prone to
electromagnetic interference and crosstalk with nearby other wiring. Different types of LAUs are
on the market:. There exists no well-established standard in which polarity pins 2 and 5 of the
phone socket are connected to pins 4 and 5 of the 8P8C connector; both alternatives are
common. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This section needs additional citations for
verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. This section does not cite any sources. Please help
improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. January Learn how and when to
remove this template message. Connectors for analogue telecommunication interfaces.
Specification for plugs. Sockets for use with plugs specified in BS Part 1. Specification for
sockets. General requirements. Sockets for use with plugs specified in BS Particular
requirements for fixed socket-outlets used in permanent wiring installations. Specification for
general requirements for apparatus for connection to public switched telephone networks run
by certain public telecommunication operators. Post Office Telegraph. Plate 3.
Telecommunications Carriers Forum. Archived from the original on June 2, Retrieved 5 June BT
Group. BT Marine dabs. Category Commons. Telecommunications industry in the United
Kingdom. Carphone Warehouse Hibu. Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links
Articles needing additional references from September All articles needing additional
references All articles lacking reliable references Articles lacking reliable references from
August All articles with vague or ambiguous time Vague or ambiguous time from August
Articles needing additional references from January Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Add links. A lot of people shy away from home
telephone wiring. They may think that they are not allowed to touch the existing ones. This is
not so. Your local phone company will come and do your wiring for you, but it will cost you.
Wiring a jack is not difficult and it is totally fine to add a new jack or internet phone jack to your
system. You should disconnect the main phone line from the source before continuing wiring a
phone jack. The phone line usually comes in by your electrical panel. There will be a small box
with a phone line going in and coming out. This is called your "Connecting Block". Carefully
remove the cover and disconnect the wires noting where you removed them from. When wiring
a phone jack, you will notice that the wires are different colors. Here is a chart that defines the
colors:. These instructions assume that you have already run the home telephone wiring to the
new location. All you need to get started is a screwdriver, a pair of needle nose pliers and a wire
stripper. Make a small "hook" in the wire with the needle nose pliers and place the wire under
the screw. Make sure the wire is wrapped around the screw in a clockwise direction so it will
stay under the screw when you tighten it. Now that you have your phone jack wiring complete,
you must now hook the telephone wire up to the connecting block. Again, depending on the age
of you home, the conecting block could be as simple as two screws. A red and a green. If you
have a newer connecting box I beleive they are called R66 Connecting Block or a 2 Pair
Connecting Block just find an empty pair of screws and connect the wires in. Additional lines
would be need for a fax machine or second phone line naturally. Now you have the home
telephone wiring you have always desired. Once you have completed all your connections, it is
possible you may have some problems. Let's face it, no one is perfect! Static could be from
loose connections, a pierced wire or even if the wiring has been wet. Check all your
connections carefully. This is usually from a short in the phone wiring. Maybe you stripped too
much of the casing off and the copper from different colored wires is touching. Again, check all
your connections carefully. The phone wire may be too close to a power wire or touching some
metal. Also check that all the colors are matched properly. So ends the do it yourself guide to
basic home telephone wiring. If you require something more complex, contact your local phone
company for assistance. Hey, doing it yourself is great but if you are unsure of the advice given
or the methods in which to job is done This site is merely a collection of how some people do
home improvements. There is no way we can anticipate every situation and we do our best to
inform of any risks for each job. Be sure to check local building codes for proper installation
and permits. If in doubt, hire it out. Want to turn a lamp on with a light switch? Sometimes it is
handy to have an outlet controlled by a switch. Step by step instructions on how to wire a
switched outlet. Looking to have an outlet be controlled by a switch? Follow my switched outlet

wiring diagram to learn how. Looking for ceiling fan installation wiring? All the diagrams needed
to understand and confidently install a ceiling fan. Wiring a 3 Way Switch. How to Solder Copper
Pipe. Wiring a Light Switch. Questions or Comments? Recent Articles. Visitors Favorite Pages.
By Dave Rongey Summary: This telephone wiring diagram with photos and instructions will
show you the direct steps to correctly wiring a telephone jack. Wiring a Telephone Jack After
installing the Cat 3 - 3 pair phone wire I am ready to install the wall jack. You will have a wide
variety of telephone jacks to choose from but the wiring for a single line phone service will be
standard. Keep in mind that the colors of the telephone wiring in your home will be typically one
of two types or insulation colors. Older telephone wiring was a basic Cat-3, 4 conductor or
2-pairs with red, green, black, yellow. Newer homes can have anything from Cat-3, 3-pair on up
to Cat-5e, with 4-pairs, with the insulation colors being a combination of solid and solid with
white for each wiring pair. The wire pair colors are blue, orange, green and brown. Wiring a
Telephone System: Identifying and Rewiring Telephone System Equipment â€” If the telephones
are not working right then this is an indication that the system has a problem and the system
equipment and wiring should be looked at to see where the problem really is. Why are there four
wire connections on a standard home phone jack? How to Identify and Splice Telephone
System Cables â€” Telephone system wiring is considered low voltage however when a call
comes in there could be up to 90 volts present. Ask a Question! Telephone Wiring Diagram 1 By
Dave Rongey Summary: This telephone wiring diagram with photos and instructions will show
you the direct steps to correctly wiring a telephone jack. See How to Wire it Right! More About
Telephone Wiring Recent Questions and Comments How to Repair a Telephone System Wiring
a Telephone System: Identifying and Rewiring Telephone System Equipment â€” If the
telephones are not working right then this is an indication that the system has a problem and
the system equipment and wiring should be looked at to see where the problem really is. Phone
Jack Wiring and 4 Wire Connections Why are there four wire connections on a standard home
phone jack? Repairing Security System Telephone Wiring How to Identify and Splice Telephone
System Cables â€” Telephone system wiring is considered low voltage however when a call
comes in there could be up to 90 volts present. See more at the Electrical Questions Category
Listing. Home Electrical Wiring All home electrical wiring projects should be performed
correctly by trained and qualified individuals who understand the principles of electrical circuit
wiring and the basic fundamentals of home construction. Detailed information is provided
throughout areas of this website about the complexity of specific projects to help assist with
you to understand the scope of work involved. The following categories will provide more
specific information for each project - below is an Example: Electrical Project Skill Level:
Intermediate to Advanced - Best performed by a Licensed Electrical Contractor. Estimated Time:
Depends on the personal level experience, ability to work with tools, install electrical circuit
wiring, and the available access to the project area. Electrical Safety: Identify the electrical
circuits found in the project area, turn them OFF and Tag them with a Note before working with
the electrical wiring. Home Electrical Parts and Materials: Electrical parts and materials should
be approved for the specific project and compliant with local and national electrical codes.
Electrical Codes and Inspections: Installing additional home electrical wiring should be done
according to local and national electrical codes with a permit and be inspected. Do You Need
Electrical Help? Most wall phone jacks come configured for a 2-line cord even thought a 1-line
phone will work just fine. You are probably wondering why the extra pairs? Well they will be
used if you ever decide to add another phone line or if for some reason the primary pair stops
working, then one of the spare pairs can be used. Two Lines from one Telephone Jack This
style of phone jack can be pre-wired for a 2-line phone service, giving you the opportunity to
have a second phone number that can be used for a business line or a fax machine. If you plan
to use a cordless phone its always a good idea to install your phone jack wiring beside an
existing wall receptacle which will be available for a low voltage transformer which may be
required. Helping You Wire it Right. Recent Testimonials I think your site offers the the clearest
and best electrical information for homeowners I have ever seen on the net. You have given me
confidence to do my own projects which I never had before. Paul, from Foxboro, Massachusetts
I wish I found this site earlier, it is by far the best electrical related resource I have found on the
web. George, from Scranton, Pennsylvania I love this site for an office worker that does not
know anything about electric wiring. Collin, from Grand Rapids, Michigan Thank you for
answering my question. I was able to get this done. This site is perfect. I am glad I found it.
Please keep it going. Please note you must use the correct inserter tool to push the wires in to
the phone socket IDC connectors. Failing to do so will open the blades permanently damaging
the connector. The blades are designed to bite through the insulation and make a connection.
For new sockets, spare parts and the correct inserter tool click here Sockets and Parts.
Normally, the first pair used for your telephone line is solid Orange, solid White. Good wire

cutters are essential when cutting BT Dropwire. This cable is heavy duty to cope with any kind
of weather. This protects your fingers from a painful spike when terminating. Do not
underestimate the danger of the steel support wires. Follow my telephone wiring colour code
and things should work first time for you. You can see the Test Socket revealed to allow you to
check the BT line before your own wiring. This is how the Telephone Wiring Colour Code looks
wired with the stripey telephone cable. Note that this is the latest type available with a Bell
Circuit Filter the cylindrical protrusion next to the terminals. Telephone Extension Sockets have
6 connections labelled 1 to 6. The change in this practise though came along with Broadband as
the ADSL filter now has the component to enable each phone to ring. The Bell Circuit, pin 3,
should therefore not be connected if you would like faster broadband. By removing this on all
telephone extension sockets in your house you will almost certainly see increase internet speed
instantly! This picture shows a conventional telephone extension socket correctly wire
stamford newage
switch outlet wiring diagram
three way switch wiring diagram
d with the stripey cable. No need to terminate the brown wire. Always leave slack so that if you
make a mistake you simply pull out the wires and re terminate. Click here for Telephone
Connection colour codes and description of what the wires do. For new sockets, spare parts
and the correct inserter tool click here Sockets and Parts Telephone Line cable coming in to
property from the pole This picture shows the external Dropwire cable from the telegraph pole
or lead in wired directly to the rear of the BT Master Socket NTE5. Note that this is the latest
type available with a Bell Circuit Filter the cylindrical protrusion next to the terminals Telephone
Wiring Colour Code â€” What do the wires do? Increase Internet Speed The change in this
practise though came along with Broadband as the ADSL filter now has the component to
enable each phone to ring. BT Stripey Telephone Wire Colour Code This picture shows a
conventional telephone extension socket correctly wired with the stripey cable.

